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Paris-Sud University is a place dedicated to high-level research, focused on understanding the world, backing
student success and responding to the needs of society. Its high level of research is evidenced by numerous
awards and its position in international rankings. But Paris-Sud University can also be proud of its leading
position among French universities, in terms of integration of students and doctoral students.

Paris-Sud University trains more than 31 000 students each year and provides a high quality education at
Bachelor, Master, Engineer and Doctorate levels, in a wide range of fields, from Basic Sciences
(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science...), Health Science and Sport Science to Law, Economics and
Management.

There are several Computer Science education
programs delivering different degrees, at the
Faculty of Science, the Orsay University Institute
of Technology and the Polytech Paris-Sud School
of Engineering.
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Nowadays, software development processes focus more on modelling and verification steps. Future software
engineers should be acquainted with methods and tools for designing, implementing and validating their code.
This is why we introduced Testwell CTC++ in several software engineering courses, from undergraduate to
master and engineering degrees.
In these courses, students are introduced to various testing methods like functional unit, integration or system
testing and structural testing. In particular, formal aspects of testing are emphasized, to make students aware
of the fundamental notions on which the practice relies.
Structural testing is presented as a formal test generation method, that allows one to produce tests satisfying
code coverage criteria defined on the control flow graph like "all statements", "all branches", "all conditions"
or MC/DC. It can be viewed as a complementary approach to functional unit testing, and code coverage as a
measure of testing efficiency.
In order to show how structural testing can naturally and efficiently be integrated in a software development
process, we train students to use Testwell CTC++ under Eclipse to measure the coverage of Java code
achieved by functional unit tests written in JUnit. Students first write JUnit tests from a given specification,
and run them on several implementations of this specification (faulty or not), whose code is hidden. Then they
open the code they tested before as a black box and run Testwell CTC++ with their tests to know the reached
rate for the different coverage criteria provided by Testwell CTC++. Finally, their aim is to improve their
coverage by analysing the uncovered parts of the program and enhancing their test set accordingly.

The HTML report is easy to read by
students and shows in a user-friendly way
the uncovered code or conditions, which
allows them to focus on missing tests.

The use of Testwell CTC++ shows students that even the most complete functional test set does not cover
subtle details of the implementation. Designing tests according to the real final implementation is necessary to
hope finding faults that stay hidden from functional tests.
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